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Soi I Mechanics Fact F nd ng Survey 

P E R M E A 8 L T y T E S T N G 

Progress Report 

I - INTRODUCTION 

fact finding Survey stratification have been collected and these 

1. The soil Mechanics Fact Finding are presented herein. 

survey was authorized by the Chief of Engi-

neers on November 29, 19.39, and the u. s. 
waterways Experiment station was designated 

as the agency to carry out the survey. rt 

is the purpose of the survey to review the 

activities and accomplishments of the Engi

neer Department in the vari.ous phases of 

soil mechanics, and to present recommenda

tions for future Departmental investigations • 

based upon this review. 

Purpose of report 

2. The purpose of this report is to 

present in concise form a review of the 

available methods for determining the coef

ficient of permeability and to summarize 

briefly the methods used by various agencies 

of the Department. In conj1.mction with this 

review,· comparisons between coefficients of 

permeability normal .to and those parallel to 

Scope of report 

,3. This report is based upon a review 

of a relatively small proportion of the 

total amount of data on permeability testing 

within the Department and hence should not 

be considered as a final report on this 

phase. 

Sources of information 

4. The various available methods for 

determining the coefficient of permeability 

have been compiled from a brief search of 

the available literature on the subject. 

The methods currently in use by the Depart

ment have been determined through corre

spondence and a search of reports on file at 

the Experiment station. A bi bl i og raphy of 

the outstanding publications on permeability 

is contained at the end of this report 
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together with· a complete bibliography of Hough, Jr., Senior Engineer, Binghamton Dis

Departmental reports in the 1 ibrary of the trict; Spencer J. Buchanan, Engineer, Mis

u. s. Waterways E~periment Station. sissippi River Commission; and Robert R. 

Philippe, Engineer, Pittsburgh District. 

PersonneL The permeability testing phase of the 

5. Captain Kenneth E.. Fields, C.E., survey was conducted under the supervision 

Director of the u. s. Waterways Experiment 

Station, is chairman of the steering commit

tee of the Fact Finding Survey. Other 

members of the committee are Messrs. T. A. 

Middlebrooks, Senior Engineer, Board of En

gineers, Rivers and Harbors; Benjamin K. 

of Mr. Buchanan, then chief of the Experi

ment Station soils division, by Mr. William 

L. Shannon, Assistant Engineer, who prepared 

the draft of this memorandum. The memoran

dum was edited in the Soil Mechanics Re

search Center of the Experiment Station. 

II DEFINITION AND USE 

Definition gradient, laminar flow may be replaced by a 

6. The coefficient of permeability as combination of laminar and turbulent flow. 

expressed in Darcy's empirical law for flow 

of water through soils is a dimensional con

stant which describes the resistance offered 

Under these conditions Darcy's empirical law 

no longe~ holds. However, for practically 

all cases of seepage it may be safely as

sumed that Darcy's law is valid. by soil to laminar flow of the water·under 

pressure. It is defined as the discharge 

velocity of water passing through unit cross 

section under a unit hydraulic gradient. AS Use 

used in the study of problems of ground 7. To take into consideration all 

water flow or seepage through and beneath 

structures, it is considered a constant f..or 

each individual stratum and embankment zone. 

Actually it is not a constant but a variable 

which is influenced by the porosity of the 

soil· and the density and viscosity of the 

water. Furthermore, in a particular natural 

deposit or embankment zone, the coefficient 

of permeability varies through a range which 

depends upon the degree of heterogeneity and 

anisotropy of the materials in place. Beyond 

certain 1 imits of void size and hydraulic 

minor variations in the coefficient of 

-permeab~~~ty ~fl~ ~iven soil mass 1n the 

solution of a seepage problem is an impossi

bi 1 i ty. Hence, it is common practice in the 

Department to assign to a single deposit 

that value or range of values for the coef

ficient of permeability which best describes 

the permeability of the specific deposit. In 

most cases the deposit is assumed to be iso

tropic, but occasionally an estimate, based 

on tests or on judgment, is made of the de

gree of anisotropy of the deposit. 
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I II - METHODS OF DETERMINATION 

Direct methods at a known depth,· difficulty may be experi-

8. Direct methods for determining the enced in analyzing the results of the test 

coefficient of permeability comprise all satisfactorily. The type of direct test in 

those in which soil is subjected to a flow which water is pumped into a deposit from 

of water primarily for the purpose of deter- the open bottom or side of a well or test 

mining its permeability characteristics. The pit has the principal disadvantage of re-

methods which are available are described quiring a very careful preparation of the 

briefly and discussed. exposed surface of the deposit to prevent 

the formation of a thin layer of relatively 

9. field tests. (References 1 to 6, impervious sediment on top of the tested 

inclusive.) There are two principal types soil. 

of field tests in which deposits are tested 

in situ: (1) those in which water is with- 10. Laboratory tests on samples from 

drawn from a central perforated well at a de.Posits. (References 7 to 13, inclusive.) 

constant rate and observations are made 

either ·of the drawdown of the water table at 

Laboratory tests on specimens are probably 

the most frequently used method for the de-

various distances from the well or of the termination of permeability. Laboratory 

velocity of flow as measured by the rate of 

travel of dye or electrolyte injected at 

tests may be made on either undisturbed• or 

remolded* • specimens. There are two methods 

various distances from the well; (2) those of performing these tests: using either a 

in which the consumption of water .by a well falling or a constant head of water. In both 

or test pit, open at the bottom or for a types of tests a specimen of material Is 

distance along its length under a fixed or placed in a permeameter which provides (1) a 

variable head is observed. Either of these watertight seal along the sides of the spec-

methods of testing has the principal advan- imen, (2) a means for applying a differen-

tage, over laboratory and indirect methods, tial .head of water between the ends of the 

of testing the soil in place. The well specimen, and (3) a method for measuring 

pumping test in which ·observations are made_ eith.e-r the- r·ate·of· c-ha·nge- in-different·ia.1-

of the drawdown of the ground water table, head in a falling head test or the rate of 

has the further advantage of averaging the discharge in a constant head test. The con-

permeabil ity of the soil in the area tested, stant head method is more applicable in 

thus ironing out local discontinuities. 

These drawdown tests are generally expen

sive. Unless the underground at the site of 

the test is thoroughly explored and fou~d to 

consist of one or several reasonably homo

geneous and parallel strata of clean sand of 

permeability greater than about 10-~ cm per 

sec, bounded below by an impervious stratum 

* An undisturbed specimen is one In which 

the orientation and structure of the grains In 

the n at u r a I or art I f I c I a I de po s It have been 

retained and preserved as carefully as sampl

inr methods allow, 

** A remolded specimen is one In which al I 

grain sizes are in their natural average pro

portions but not in their natural structure or 

orientation, 
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testing pervious soils whose permeability is 13. Determination from grain size 

greater than 10-3 cm per sec; the falling distribution. Determination of the coeffi

head method, in testing soils whose permea- cient of permeability from grain size dis-

bil ity is withi~··the range 10-6 to 10-9 cm tribution may be made by using either 

per sec. To obtain reliable values for the empirical formulas, such as developed by 

coefficient of permeability, considerable Hazen, 51 ichter, Terzaghi, Kozeny, and 

experience is required in testing a soil Hatch, or a comparison of grain size curves 

whose permeability falls in the range 10-3 with those of materials of similar geologic 

to 10-6 cm per sec, while tests on more per- origin and of known permeabilities. oeter-

meable or less permeable soils require less minations using empirical formulas or corre-

experience. Large testing errors may be lat ions between grain size distribution and 

caused by such factors as deposition of air permeability are applicable only for very 

in the sample during a test, incomplete sat- pervious round or angula,r grained, uniform 

uration of the specimen prior to testing, soils, generally having a coefficient of 

application of hydraulic gradients which are permeability of greater than 10-3 cm per 

too great with consequent segregation or sec. For these soils the effect of aniso-

elimination of the fines, and rearrangement tropy is negligible and tests on remolded 

of soil structure during a test. and undisturbed specimens will show nearly 

identical values. The permeability of less 

11. The condition of anisotropy may pervious and well-graded soils is too 

be studied in two ways: (1) tests on undis- greatly influenced by considerations other. 

turbed samples may be made with the speci-:- than grain· size distribution, such as grain 

mens oriented for flow in any desired di rec- shape and anisotropy. 

tion, such as parallel or normal to the 

plane of stratification; (2) where continu- 1~. Determination from horizontai 

ous samples have been obtained in a test pit capiiZary tests, These tests are performed 

or boring, a recently developed method may by measuring the rate at which water is 

be used. Thin sections are prepared which on drawn by capillarity through a dry specimen 

being slowly dried disclose stratification, of material contained in a glass cylinder 

if any, by differential shades of color. which is completely submerged with its axis 

The permeability of the various strata thus horizontal and whic~ is exposed at one end 

-indi-cated is-then determined by testing un- to the atmosphere and at the other to the 

disturbed specimens cut from the remaining water. A correlation between the rate at 

portions of the samples. which water is drawn by capillarity into 

samples of material of a given geologic 

Indirect methods. (References 8 to 11, in- origin and of a general grain size group and 

cl us ive.) the coefficient of permeability as deter-

12. There are four indirect methods mined by direct testing of those samples, 

for the determination of the coefficient of furnishes the necessary constant for conver-

permeabi 1 i ty, which are discussed in the sion of the data of a horizontal capillary 

following paragraphs. test to a coefficient of permeability. The 
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horizontal capillary test is most useful as 16. Assi~nment of values from visual 

a rough guide for fiel~ control purposes. and manual examination of material. The as-

1n general the method is applicable only to signment of permeability values from a 

soils having a coefficient of permeability visual and manual examination of a specimen 

which falls within the range 10-1 to 10-5 cm is based upon testing and assignment experi-

per sec. It is limited to testing dry, 

cohesionless, remolded specimens. 

ence with materials of a similar permeabil

ity class and geologic origin. Assigned 

values are of course only approximate and 

15. Computation from consolidation their degree of accuracy depends to a large· 

tests. This method of computing coeffi- extent upon the experience and ability of 

cients of permeability is as reliable as those making assignments. Assigned values 

direct tests for undisturbed and remolded may be expected to be generally within 2 to 

clay specimens. It is not applicable in 10 times more or less than tested values. 

general to soils having a coefficient of Assignments of the degree of anisotropy may 

permeability less than 10-7 cm per sec. also be attempted on the basis of experience. 

IV - METHODS USED BY THE DEPARTMENT 

Int-roduction drawdown of the ground water surface ob-

17. All the direct and indirect served; Group B includes tests in which 

methods for determining the coefficient of water was pumped into a well or test pit. 

permeability have probably been employed by There were five reasonably satisfactory 

agencies of the Department at one time or tests in Group A and one in Group a. 
another. The method most frequently used is 

that of direct laboratory tests upon soil 19. 1n one of the Group A tests only 

specimens. Probably the least used method one observation well was used to observe the 

is the horizontal capillary test. From the drawdown of the ground water table. 1n 

reports and data reviewed the following de- order to compute the coefficient of permea-

scriptions and discussions are presented o_f_ bil ity_,_ the- b.oundary- condit-ions- o1'-t1le 

the methods and equipment used by the De- pumped well were introduced into the derived 

partment in determining the coefficient of equation for the drawdown surface. since 

permeability. 

Field tests 

the derivation of the equation for the draw

down surface utjl izes Dupuit•s• assumptions, 

whi°ch do not hold-in the immediate vicinity 

18. Table 1 lists the well pumping of the well, the use of this equation for 

tests for which reports were available, with 

brief comments on the methods used and 

results obtained. This table is divided 

into two groups: Group A includes tests in 

which water was pumped from a well and the 

* Oupuit assumed for ground water flow under 

low gradients that, (al the hydraulic gradient 

along any vertical is the same and (bl it is 

equal to the tangent of the slope of the 

ground water table. 
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TABLE 1 - DEPARTMENTAL WELL PUMPING TESTS 

' Ref. Project . No. Comments 

Water Pwn.Ped frO'ffl main weZZ at constant rate; obser-
GROUP A va tions made of dra~own of wter table in several 

sma ii we Hs at various radial distances from main well 

Variable g I ac i a I out wash deposits of fine sand, and sand 
and gravel tested. These depos Its were assumed, on basis 
of bo rl ng s, to be. composed of three horizontal strata: top, 
fine s 11 t y sand; middle, sand and grave I; lower, fine s 11 ty 
sand. Maximum drawdown at observation we 11 s nearest main 
we 11 was very sma 11 (about 0 ... ft) and of the same mag n i -

Franklin fa 11 s Dam tu de as ground water table fluc.tuatlons. Only approximate 
Boston District 22 depth to lower imperv lou s boundary kn own. Trouble wl th 

sand being washed Into main we 11 du r Ing pumping. Test data 
difficult to analyze. However, resu Its of permeability 
determinations com pa re favorably with those of laboratory 
tests on samples from deposit. Computed v a I ue s of the CO-
efficient of permeability: sand and gravel, 850-2100 x lo- .. 
cm per sec; fine silty sand, 20-150 x lo- .. cm per sec. 

variable bed of gravels tested, containing lenses of ce-
mented material, of unknown de pt h and overlain by clay or 
sandy clay blanket. Drawdowns of .. to 7 ft obtained. rest 
data extremely difficult to analyze since depth and shape 

fern Ridge Dam 
23 

of pe rv I ou s bed unknown. computed coefficients of permea-
Po rt I and District b I Ii t y var I ed from 7 to 530 x 10-.. cm per sec, wh 11 e one 

undisturbed sample tested In laboratory yielded value of 
63 x 10- .. cm per sec. TWO computations based upon the t I me 
of travel of dye from observation we 11 to main well yielded 
values of 370 and 2~0 x lo-.. cm per sec. 

At I east f OU r pumping tests performed In variable deposits 
of s i It, sand, and gravel. Lower lmpervfous boundary known 

Bonnev 11 I e Dam H In several tests, not known in others. Maximum drawdown In 
Bon nevi 11 e District 25 

observation we 11 nearest pumped we I I about 2 to 5 ft. con-
stantly changing ground water table caused difficulty In 
analysis of data. coeff le I ent s of permeability computed 
from the various tests agreed fa Ir I y closely. 

pervious sand and grave I deposit tested. One pump Ing test 
Binghamton Channel 

26 reported. Coe ff I c I ent of permeab l llty computed from data 
Binghamton District. obtained using two observation wel Is at eq ua I rad la I dis-

ta nee from pumped we 11. No lower Impervious boundary given. 

water fru:mPed into test Pit or 11.ell and the net 
GROUP B 

head and quantity flowing into the soil measured 

A horizontal st rat um of red s ha I e In the dam abutment was 
tested. water under con st ant he ad was supplied to the 

Conchas Dam 
27 st rat um from an uncased 20-ft section of a d r I 11 hole. 

caddoa District Applicable formula derived to fit case. permeablllty com-
puted from test, 0.002 ft per ~ear~ comp a res h11-0n.)ly with 

-Hnrt determined ·in laboratory, 0.003 ft per year. 
Chesapeake and Delaware 

canal 28 One test reported but method used not clear 
Phll~,lolnhl~ nl~+rlrt 

rerv1ous sa no a no gravel oepos1t testeo. ;:ievera1 •ests 
made by placing a st ee I barrel In a test pit, backf 111 Ing 
a round the barrel with impervious material. Barrel f 111 ed Bonnev 111 e Dam 

29 with water and rate of drop In head measured. No data on Bonnevl I le District position of ground water tab I e. Computed coefficient of 
perm ea b I I It y by using formula developed from experimental 
electrical ana I og y st u d i es b y Ha r'Z a • 

Loess and cemented gravel deposits tested. Ground water 
table apparently 100 ft below ground surface. One d r I 11 

Miii creek Dam 
30 

hole and t WO rectangular test pits f 111 ed with water and 
sonnev 111 e District observations made of elevation of water surface with time. 

Coefficient of permeabl llty computed from data us l ng 
Harza•s formula mentioned above. 
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such boundary conditions is inconsistent. by the Department. Two of these are for un-

20. In another Group A test the re- disturbed specimens, two for remolded, and 

sults are questioned on the basis that the one for either. They represent in general 

well from which water was pumped did not 

extend in depth to the lower impervious 

boundary. The equation of the drawdown sur

face in its most general form may be d~rived 

without the requirement that the pumped well 

extend to the lower impervious boundary. 

The only requirement is that a constant 

quantity of water be withdrawn from the 

underground. It is assumed, however, that 

at some radial distance from the point at 

which the water is pumped the flow shall be 

such that Dupuit's assumption is satisfied. 

21. St i 11 a not her Group A test was 

unsatisfactory because the deposits in which 

the tests were made were extremely variable 

in character. For satisfactory results the 

pumping test should be used only where the 

underground conditions are of a uniform and 

simple nature. 

22. For two of the Group B tests, 

utilizing the method of pumping Into a 

single well or test pit, the reported data 

are too incomplete for discussion herein. 

One of the remaining tests was performed 

above the ground water table for which case 

the formula used does not apply. The test 

made at Conchas Dam is exceptionally good 

and a proof that where conditions are of a 

uniform and simple nature the method will 

result in satisfactory determinations for. 

the coefficient of permeability, 

Laboratory tests 

23. There are many different tech

niques and devices used by the Department 

for determining the coefficient of permea

bility by laboratory tests. Figs. 1 to 5 

are sketches of five types of devices used 

the essential details of all the various de

vices in use by the Department, with the 

exception that the figures show the flow of 

water from top to bottom while some Dis

tricts test specimens with the flow from 

bottom to top. Reference is made al so to 

several particularly large permeameters for 

use in testing large specimens and samples 

containing large aggregate, one in the Bing

hamton District and several in the Los Ange

les District. The Fort Peck District has 

developed a permeameter for testing mate

rials in the field and in their deposited 

condition. 

2~. Table 2 contains in tabular form 

a general summary of the essential details 

of laboratory techniques used by the Depart

ment. The fundamental steps are shown as 

headings beneath which are tabulated the 

various means used for accomplishing each 

step. Certain of these methods as noted in 

the table have proven by experimental re

search to be more satisfactory than others. 

25. Frequent use is made by most Dis

tricts of graphs showing the.relation be

tween the coefficient of permeability and 

void ratio in those cases where remolded 

specimens of the same sample are prepared 

and tested at various void ratios. The 

graphs are practically without except ion 

made on semi-log graph paper and are 

straight lines. 

Determination from grain size distribution 

26. The principal application made of 

the method of determining the coefficient of 

permeability from grain size distribution 

has been to the correlation of grain size 
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TAB LE 2 
TECHNIQUES USED BY THE DEPARTMENT IN LABORATORY PERMEABILITY TESTING 

Preparation of Specimen 

Undisturbed 

Cohesive or cohesionless materials 

a. Moist sample cut to exact Inside di
mension of permeameter and fitted. 

b. Sampling device containing specimen 
adaptable as a permeameter. 

Cohesionless materials (primarily) 

Moist sample cut into cubic or cylindrical 
specimen which Is placed In permeameter 
whose dimensions are slightly larger than 
the specimen. Space between permeameter 
wall and specimen sides is sealed with one 
of the following materials, the first two 
being the best sealing agents: 

(a) paraffin 
(bl bentonite 
(CJ plaster of Paris 
(dJ rubber 
(eJ lead and sulphur 

RemoZded 

Cohesive materials 

Sample remolded and placed at natural 
water content. 

Cohesionless materials 

a. Medium to fine sands and slits; well
graded sand and gravel with some 
s i It : 

Sample air or oven dried, thorough
ly mixed and placed. 

b. Gravel and medium to coarse sand: 

Sample thoroughly mixed under water 
to remove all air bubbles, then 
placed in permeameter under water. 

Prevention of DePosition of SoZids Suspended in Water 

a. 

*b. 

*c. 

d. 

:rap 

Untreated 

a. Filter coarser than specimen mate~lal placed 
in water supply I lne. 

b. Use of distilled water (the better method). 

Water Used in resting 

Water Dist ii Zed Water 

*a. Untreated 

A I I owed to stand *b. Allowed to stand 

Bo i I ed and a I lowed to stand 

Preceding methods with water 
heated to above room temper-
-ature-trefore use. 

**c. Filtered and de-al red 

d. Preceding methods with water 
_tiB-a.t-e.d to abe-v-e -r-o-om t-e-mper
ature before use. 

suitable for tests of short duration In combination wltti d. 
** The best method used In combination with d. 

Saturation of Specimen 

a. Under small head of water 

b. By capillary action (satisfactory, for cohesive materials) 

c. Sample placed under water (for remolded coarse materials! 

d. Specimen subjected to vacuum; water then al lowed to flow 
slowly upward through the material under full vacuum (the 
best method for all materials). 
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curves with tested values of the coefficient 

of permeability. Use of such correlations 

is rather infrequent; however, the Denison 

and Boston Districts have satisfactorily 

used it for specific cases. The Providence 

District reports that such correlations are 

•not conclusive." 

27. Computations using Hazen's, 

schlicter•s, and other formulas have prob

ably been made by practically all Districts 

at one time or another to obtain an approxi

mation of the magnitude of the coefficient 

of permeab i 1 i ty. 

9 

Computation from consolidation tests 

28. The computation of the coeffi

cient of permeability from consolidation 

tests is used by most Districts for deter

mining the permeability of undisturbed or 

remolded impervious clay specimens. 

Assignment 

29. For preliminary work and to aug

ment determinations by direct tests, values 

of the coefficient of permeability are fre

quently assigned to samples. This method is 

used generally throughout the Department. 

V - SPECIAL STUDIES 

Degree of anisotropy. tReferences 1q and 

15.) 

30. The study of the anisotropy of 

soils with regard to permeability, by test

ing undisturbed specimens of soil oriented 

with flow parallel and normal to the plane 

of stratification, has been undertaken to 

only a very 1 imited extent. The two non

Departmental publications noted above make 

reference ta s.11eci-1'i-c studies- of this condi·

t ian, while several such studies have been 

made within the Department in connection 

with certain seepage problems. These oepArt

mental studies have been assembled and are 

presented in table 3 as a statistical re

view of methods used and results obtained. 

Turbulent flow. (References 17 to 23, in

clusive.) 

31. The re a re seve ra 1 pub 1 i shed 

studies, which describe investigations made 

to determine the conditions of grain size or 

void size and hydraulic gradient at which 

flow ceases to be laminar and becomes in

stead a combination of laminar and turbulent 

flow. These 1 imits, when satisfactorily de

tem-irrev, wii1 fix the applicability of 

oarcy•s law.to the study of conditions of 

seepage. The only reported study by the 

Department was made in conjunction with the 

seepage analysis of the rockfill dams of the 

Passamaquoddy Tidal Project. The results of 

this study are contained in reference q2. 



TABLE 3 - COEFFICIENTS OF PERMEABILITY FOR FLOW NORMAL TO AND PARALLEL TO PLANE OF STRATIFICATION 

OF UNDISTURBED SAMPLES AND FOR FLOW THROUGH REMOLDED SAMPLES 

Coefficients of Permeabi I ity• Ratio 

Project Ref. M1et hod of Testing Description of Materials Tested in , o-4- cm oer sec kh No. un:d i sturbed samples Remo I ded Undisturbed 
k kh kV k v r 

38.3 34-.6 1. 6 
102.6 H.2 2.3 

specimens. Fine to medium sand; from a trace 19.8 18.8 4-. 5 Blackwater Dam Cubic foot 21. 6 6.8 3.2 Boston District 31 sea I ing agent, paraffin. to a little silt (foundat ionl. 34-. 8 10.2 3. 4-
19.l H.9 1. 3 
67.8 38.8 1.7 

3.2 1.0 3.2 
19 33 o.6 

0.5"3 0.29 1. 8 H-in. cubical speci- 17 52 0.3 mens placed In glass Uniform, fine, silty sand. Prac- 0.78 0.4-1 1. 9 
32 cylinders. sealing agent, tically no visible stratification 

0.5"3 3.9 0.1 bentdnite. fa 11 i ng head in individual samples. 
8.l 1.0 1.2 permeameter. 5.9 7.1 0.8 
6.7 7.1 0.9 
3.6 3. 4- 1.1 

Uniform medium sand. Litt le 180 170 1.1 vis ib I e stratification. 

15-30 103 4-8 2.1 
Loose, silty, fine to medium sand; 60 115 50 2.3 

60 1q 55 0.8 
cubic foot specimens. s Ii ght stratification. 

20 24- 17 1.4-
22 sea 1 (ng agent, paraffin. 120 96 29 ~.3 

franklin Fa 11 s Dam fa I I Ing head permeameter Loose, fine to coarse sand; 220 137 83 1. 7 
Boston District I it t I e v. i s i b I e st rat i f i cat Ion ~80 4-4-5 250 1.8 

Loose, gravelly, fine to coarse 1000-2000 1270 1280 1.0 sand• no visible stratification 
Loose, fine to medium sand; 

584- 177 3.3 I itt le vis ib I e stratification 4-80 

cubit foot specimens. wet I-graded mixture sand and g rav- 133 38.9 3. 4-
33 sea 1 l ng agent, pa raff in. e I about 10'1>114-", None< 200 mesh 183 4-3. 4- 4-. 2 

Fa I 11 ng head pe rmea meter (compaction test embankment) 96.8 34-.6 2.8 

Cubic foot specimens. 13 13 12 1.1 
34- sea I Ing agent, paraffin. Uniform fine to medium sand 17 32 17 1.9 

fa I 1 Ing head permeameter 22 13 11 1.2 

Material A--Silty fine sand from 3.4- l. 8 1. 9 
0.8 1. 3 o.6 

cubit foot specimens. test embankments compacted by 2.6 5.2 o. 5 various means 
:i.i; 35 sea Ii ng agent, paraffin. "· 6 1.0 

Fa 11 ing head permeameter Material B -- Medium to fine sand 
11.0 H.O 0.8 (test embankment I 
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River H 111 Dam 
Cubic,foot specimens. variable si It y to gravelly sand 

Boston District 31 sealing agent, paraffin. (found at ion) Falling head permeameter 

Loose. fine·to medium sand 
Medium compact, fine to very fine 
sand and si It 
Medium clay with bands of s i It 
Fine to medium sand; s i It bands 
Fine to coarse sand with gravel, 
s i It. and clav 

Denison Sma I I cylindrical speci- Loose, very fine to medium sand 
Dam 

37 mens cu.t from cubic foot F 1 ne to coarse sand and fine to 
Denison District samples, medium gravel - few clay ba 11 s 

Fine to coarse sand; fine to 
medium oravel 
Loose fine to medium sand; some 
grave I and s i It 
very tine to fine sand and s II t; 
trace of clay 
Loose, tine to coarse sand; some 
gravel and clay ba I Is 

Fine to medium sand; trace of s i It 

Wappape I lo Dam 8- to l.0-in. cubes. Fine to coarse s i It and sand; 

Memphis District 38 Sea Ii ng agent, paraffin. trace of clay 
Fa I Ii ng head permeameter. Fine to medium sand, I itt le s i It; 

trace of clav 
Uniform fine sand and coarse s I It 

Cubic 'foot specimens. (glauconiticJ, with varying amounts 

Sea Ii ng agent, rubber mica flakes and c I av (foundation) 

pads. Falling head Compact, uni form beach sand (SUI>-

pe rmea"\et er angular quartzite>; l• to l' len-
ses of oraanic silt and I ignite 

Chesapeake and (foundat ionJ 
Delaware canal 28 cub I cal App-rox i'ma t e I y 
Philadelphia District specimens, It to 6 cm mar t'ne Glauconitic sandy s i It: 

sa rd is oam 
Vicksburg District 

long, 18.5 sq cm 1 n 
cross s'ect ion, placed in deposit containing mica particles; 

glass cylinders. sea Ii ng evidences of st rat if I cat ion 

agent bentonite. Fa 11 ing pocketing 

head permeameter 

5-in. cubical specimens Medium and fine sand 

tested "using equipment core mater 1 a I 
39 similar to that re com- Downstream she I I mater 1 a I . 

mended by or. G. Gilboy" Upstream she 11 111at er i a I 

coefficient of permeability of remolded specimen 

coefficient of permeability parallel to plane of stratification 

coefficient of permeabl lity normal to plane of stratification 

and 
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VI - CONCLUSIONS ANO RECOMMENDATIONS 

Wei i pumping tests 

32. There have been only a few well 

pumping tests performed by the Department. 

of these, many have proven extremely diffi

cult. to interpret satisfactorily, due to 

variable or uncertain boundary conditions, 

while others have been performed wi~hout due 

regard to the limitations of the method. 

The application of the various types of well 

pumping tests has been made satisfactorily 

by the u. s. Geological survey and by many 

others. If, in applications by the Depart

ment, full consideration is given to the 

limit of applicability of the method and to 

the adequate exploration of boundary condi

tions prior to field testing, a greater 

measure of success than that achieved in the 

past should ensue, 

Direct and indirect Laboratory tests 

33. The various methods for determin

ing the coefficient of permeability by di

rect and indirect laboratory tests appear to 

be generally well known and used advantage

ously by the various Districts. AS might be 

expected, certain new developments in test

ing techniques have not yet been given trial 

by all the Districts. The primary need of 

_the--oepa!"tment --with regard -to permeab-iHty 

testing is to keep abreast of these new 

developments. 

speciaZ studies 

Department is the cont i nu at ion of these 

special studies by those Districts engaged 

tn studies of seepage. The study of the 

anisotropy of deposits with respect to their 

permeability is one which should be of fun

damental interest to all these Districts, 

while the study of the conditions under 

which laminar flow is replaced by combined 

laminar and turbulent flow is perhaps of 

less interest since such conditions are 

seldom encountered. 

Recommendations 

35. While use should be made of pump

ing tests to determine the permeability of 

deposits in situ, a more thorough under

standing of the limitations of the method 

than has been displayed will be required, 

To obtain maximum benefit from pumping tests 

it is recommended that a ce~tral agency be 

delegated to act as a consultant, This 

agency might have in its possession special 

equipment for use in pumping tests and would 

keep in close touch with al) available 

methods and results of pumping tests per

formed by the Department or by others. 

)6. Information on advancements in 

permeability testing methods is being dis

-seminated -t-o -ttre iJ-epartment tnrough fhe 

Experiment Station BuZZetin (SoiZ Mechanics) 

and fhe QuarterZy Summary, publications of 

the Engineer Department Research Centers at 

the Waterways Experiment Station, This 

)ij. There have been only a very dissemination of information should be 

1 imited number of special studies related to continued. 

permeability performed by the Department and 37. The continuation of work by the 

all of these have been performed concur- Department on the special permeability 

rently with seepage studies on projects in studies. enumerated, and on others as they 

progress. one of the important needs of the arise, is reconrnended. A specific program 



RECOMMENDATIONS 

of research is not propo~ed since it is be-

1 ieved that there is no outstanding need 

that is not being met already by present De

partmental investigations. Instead, it is 

recommended that special investigations 

which are undertaken be planned and carried 

13 

out by Districts in connection with work on 

current projects. For the benefit of the 

Department, such investigations should be 

coordinated and the results compiled and 

circulated in the same manner as permeabil

ity testing methods data. 
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Heodwofer 

Standpipe 
(size may be varied) 

r--- !O''to 12'' Cubic 

Clomps fo hold 
Perf"oraf~d 

-Mefa/-Pla 

Wire Screen 

Specimen 

PERMEABILITY TESTING 

Gloss 
Piezomefer 

Square 
Metal or Wood 

Con fainer 

Tai/wafer 

Perf"orofed Mefo/ 
Plofe 

FIG. l ~LARGE PERMEAMETER FOR TESTING UNDISTURBED SAMPLES 



P ERMEAMETERS 

Headwater 

Clomps to hold 

PerfOrafed MefoL 
P!ofe. 

Wire Screen 

Cub/col 
or Cyllndrl
ca/ Sample 

6/ass tubing Standpipe 
(size may be varied) 

Rvhber Stopper 

Gloss or P/osfic · 
Cylinder 

Toi/wafer 

Pororfin Seo/ 

Perroroted Metal P/ofe 

FIG. 2 ~SMALL PERMEAMETER FOR TESTING UNDISTURBED SAMPLES 
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Headwofer 

Mefa/ Standpipe 
{Size may be varied) 

Mefo/ Square 
or Cylinder 

Clomps to hold 
perf0rare1d 
mefo/ p/afe 

Specimen 

~ERMEABILITY TESTING 

6/oss 
Piezomefer 

Fi/fer 
{eliminate with 
J/ery perv/ous 
material) 

Tai/water 

Perrorafed Mefol 
P/ofe 

FIG. 3 -- LARGE PERMEAMETER FOR TESTING REMOLDED SAMPLES 



PERMEAMETERS 

Heodwafer 

Sand Fi'/fer ---~ 
~/iminofe wifh very 
pervi'ous moferiols) 

Wire Screen 

6/oss tubing sfondpipe 
{size moy be yoried) 

Rubber stopper 

Mefol, 6/oss or 
Plasfic Cylinder 

Tai/wafer 

(Clom_PS ~C: h_~ld · _ _ 
- perroratea rnefol 

p/afe 

Perrorofed metal p/ofe 

FIG. 4 SMALL PERMEAMETER FOR TESTING REMOLDED SAMPLES 
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I 

Headwater 

Lorge heads may be applied 
using air pressure. A mercury 
manometer may he used fo 
measure heads. 

Cylindrical 

Specimen 

PERMEABILITY TESTING 

Bross 
Rins 

Sealed hy 
Rubher 
Gasket 

FIG. 5 - CONSOLIDATION DEV.ICE USED AS PERMEAMETER FOR TESTING 

UNDISTURBED OR REMOLDED SAMPLES. 




